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The Camp Wild is a perfect place to take a break from the daily mundane life and busy routine. It is
best weekend gateway to enjoy with family and friends. The Camp Wild is situated in the state of
Haryana at Dhauj in the vicinity of Mangar village in the city of Faridabad. The Camp Wild is
bounded by Aravali Hills and rock climbing is one of the popular activities one can indulge in on the
tough granite rocks. There are other related sports to participate in on the Aravali hills. The Aravali
hills at Camp Wild have become a well known place for rock climbers.

The Camp Wild is located in the sight of village and therefore you will see a mixture of urban and
farm life. One can spot various species of vibrant birds in the area. Almost sixty seven species of
birds are observed here. The Camp Wild is a wonderful place to visit with family and friends, as you
will not get to see such a beautiful picture of nature in the crowded cities. The Camp Wild has a
resort within the area. The lodge rooms are well furnished with contemporary amenities and have all
the required services available. There are only fifteen rooms in the resort, so prior reservation is
important.

There are different packages available one can choose accordingly. All the rooms have mind-
blowing architecture; the brick work gives it an ideal look. The beds are comfortable enough for one
to rest. The resort rooms have been made artistically using environment friendly perception. Every
room is different and has an area of about 225 sq. ft. area. The Camp Wild is an idyllic place to take
time out from office strain. Moreover one should visit the place with the whole team as this will be a
motivating experience. The place is stunning for someone coming from out of India as one will get to
see the real India as the whole camp is settled in a village environment.

The place is best for planning day picnics and overnight camps. You can also hold outdoors
meetings and conferences. In this way one will get some time to spend admiring the attractiveness
of nature. Arranging leadership training camps and team building workshops are popular in Camp
wild. Other activities to undertake in Camp wild at Dhauj are Bird watching, adventure courses, rock
climbing courses, mountain biking trips and hot air ballooning tandem joy rides. Many schools
arrange educational workshops for children as it provides a brilliant atmosphere. Besides these
activities one can take a tour around the magnificent village. The Camp wild is also known for
organizing yoga and meditation courses. There are many other breathtaking things to do in Camp
Wild such as Burma Bridge, Tarzen Swing, Commando Net, Balance Walk, Barrol Crossing,
Machan Climb and most amazing of all is the Monkey Crawl.

In fact it becomes necessary to visit the Camp Wild at Dhauj with family and friends as it an
incredible experience.
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